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3.1.1 Use-case review
This use-case corresponds to proposals to observe a previously discovered planet to
characterize its atmosphere. Such observations will likely desire multiple filters and
potentially both NIRCam and MIRI. Observations may also desire a full-frame imaging
capability with the intent to perform astrometry on the planet.
TR JWST-STScI-004140 described two possible configurations of coronagraph
sequences for these observations: one with interleaved filters and one in which the target
and reference are observed sequentially for each filter.
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, -5deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1140, -5deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, -5deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, 5deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1140, 5deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, 5deg
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1140
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550
TR JWST-STScI-004140 noted that although some proposals may desire to interleave
instruments to further reduce overheads, such a configuration was not considered by TR
JWST-STScI-004140.

These programs have been
3.1.2 APT implementation
implemented in APT.
For this use-case, our APT implementation differed from that described in TR JWST-

3.2.1 Use-case review
This use-case corresponds to proposals to characterize known circumstellar disks.
Observing programs for this use case may require multiple filters and instruments.
Additionally, if observing with the NIRCam bar masks or MIRI 4QPMs, users may want
to make a second set of observations at a large relative roll angle (~30° or more) to move
the mask axes and recover the full astronomical scene. Given JWST’s pointing
constraints, obtaining relative roll angles ≳10° requires observing on multiple dates. TR
JWST-STScI-004140 gives the following example coronagraphic sequence for MIRI:
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, -5deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, -5deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, +5deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, +5deg
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550
-target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, 40deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, 40deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, 50deg
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, 50deg
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550
Where each 6-observation coronagraphic sequence is non-interruptible, includes a roll
dither, and observations at two filters.

STScI-004140. The CWG decided to use the known planet characterization use-case as a
test for cross-instrument overheads. Because the overheads associated with changing
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ETC Engine for coronagraphy
Calculation based on multiple realizations of the noise to
assemble covariance matrices.
ETC for Coronagraphic Observations: Overview of User Needs
JWST Mission Science & Operations Center
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A-1 Synoptic of speckles SNR calculation.

JWST-STScI-003862, SM-12
Revision Draft

ETC Engine for coronagraphy
ETC for Coronagraphic Observations: Overview of User Needs
JWST Mission Science & Operations Center

JWST-STScI-003862, SM-12
Revision Draft

ETC will calculate three levels of contrast for a given
observation.

ETC for Coronagraphic Observations: Overview of User Needs
JWST Mission Science & Operations Center

JWST-STScI-003
Re

Figure 5-1 Mock up of the a desired the 2D ETC report on
speckle noise based on MIRI FQPM+F1140C simulations
.The three sources of noise in the error budget are
indicated. Synthetic point sources have been inserted in this
data at 1’’ and 2.8’’. Their brightness is consistent with the
red and blue dots on Figure 4-2. Top Left: raw contrast.
Top Right: single reference subtraction. Bottom Left:
fundamental limit set by the photon noise. The ETC user is
able to toggle between each source of noise in this diagram
and is able to combine them for a global representation of
the 2D detection limits accounting for all noises (including
classical imaging sources of noise).
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Figure 4-2 Mock up of the a desired the 1D ETC report on speckle noise based on MI
FQPM+F1140C simulations

ETC demo
Foreword:

• This is a semi-stable development version of ETC.
• Only “optimal” PSF subtraction is operational so

far, however all the machinery is in place for the two
other configurations.
• Quantitive verification of ETC for coronagraphy
has not occurred yet.
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between 85 and 135°. This creates a field of regard “stripe” over the surface of the
celestial sphere within which targets can be observed, as shown in the left panel of Figure
Target
visibility
1. As JWST orbits the
Sun, this stripe
rotates around the ecliptic pole such that the entire
sky is traced out. As shown in the right panel of Figure 1, this creates three different
zones of visibility: 2 small continuous viewing zones at the ecliptic polar caps (red), 2
larger zones that have a single annual visibility block (green), and the large swath of sky
all 2sources
be view
at anyThetime
at ofany
thatNot
provides
semi-annualcan
visibility
blocks (blue).
visibility
a target therefore
depends on its ecliptic latitude.

orientation. Main driver is the sun exclusion angle.

Figure 1 Left: JWST’s allowable range of solar elongations creates a field of regard “stripe” on the
celestial sphere. Right: As JWST orbits, the field of regard rotates over the celestial sphere, such that
a target’s visibility depends on ecliptic latitude.
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The
ecliptic latitude of the target and solar elongation of the observation, which changes
Tuesday, September 27, 16

Target visibility demo
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Standard Coronagraph
Sequence.

• Roll 1 - Roll 2 - Reference.
• Exceptions will be possible for relevant use cases.
• Reference exposures will be public.
• Overheads will be charged to user.

If the science
can be done without the two rolls and/or reference
then justification is needed.
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Small Grid Dithers

Figure 1: Multiple examples of Small-Grid Dithers for the reference star (blue dots) relative to an assumed science target star (red). The intersection of the dashed
line represents the center of the coronagraphic mask and the target and references are positioned behind the mask using the expected observatory slew accuracy
(5 mas at 1-sigma/axis). In general, the target and the reference stars will not be exactly collocated behind the mask, but the grid encompasses the target star location.

Mastering the

Figure 2: Cartoon illustrating the Small-Grid Dither technique. A science target image is first acquired, followed by a square grid of reference
images. Post-processing then aligns the reference PSFs to the target PSF and performs a local optimization to build an improved synthetic
PSF, which is used for the final PSF subtraction (e.g., Locally Optimized Combination of Images [LOCI] algorithm or KL Image Projection
[KLIP] algorithm;
see Lafrenière
et al. 2007
and Soummer
et al. of
2012
respectively).
Science
Instruments
and the
observing
modes
JWST.
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Small Grid Dithers
NIRCam

Figure 4: A simulated case showing the relative performance of Classical subtraction (top row) and Small-Grid
Dithers (bottom row) for the NIRCam F430M+MASK430R (left ) and F210M+MASKSWB (right ) coronagraphs
using fake planets with a large difference in magnitude of 14.

MIRI

Figure 5: A simulated case showing the relative performance of Classical subtraction (top row ) and Small-Grid
Dithers (bottom row ) for all three of MIRI’s Four-Quadrant Phase Masks using fake planets with differences in
magnitude of ~10 (see Boccaletti et al. 2015).

See:
https://blogs.stsci.edu/newsletter/files/2016/01/Lajoie.pdf
http://spie.org/Publications/Proceedings/Paper/10.1117/12.2057190
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The science use-cases described in report [1] include several variants of this basic sequence for
which the science target would be observed in several JWST filters or coronagraphic masks. The
typical application is the characterization of the atmosphere of already-known exo-planets. As
detailed in reports [1,2] in more details, JWST coronagraphic sequences (including these more
complex ones with multiple filters and masks) must be scheduled together without interruption
by other observations (aka “sequence non-int”). The goal of this report is to investigate the
organization of the observations within a coronagraphic sequence that includes several filters or
coronagraph. The approach is to quantify the overheads associated with two possible observing
When
using multiple filters, two options for coronagraph sequence:
strategies:
• An “optimal wavefront stability” strategy for which the observations are consecutive in
each filter to minimize the chance of any wavefront changes. This strategy increases the
number of slews and rolls for the telescope.
• An “optimal efficiency” strategy for which observations for a given target are organized
in each filter and coronagraphs to minimize the number of rolls and slews. This strategy
increases the time between an observation of a target in a given filter and the
corresponding reference PSF star observation in the same filter, which may allow
Comparative study of the efficiency of various JWST coronagraphic observations strategies JWST-STScI-004165
increased
in&PSF
properties,
but which will not necessarily doSM-12,
so. Revision JWSTvariations
Mission Science
Operations
Center
As detailed below, we find
that the “optimal wavefront stability” approach can require up
NIRCam charactrization: 3 coronagraphs, 6 filters total
to several hours of additional overheads per science target, depending on the number of filters
and coronagraphs being used. Estimates for the temporal stability of JWST
We caution that 5.0
the true“Optimal
temporal stability
of JWST Point Spread Function (PSF) will not be
wavefront”
known until flight, and will depend on many factors including telescope thermal stability,
reaction wheel and cryocooler induced dynamic vibrations, mechanism settling times, etc. It is
outside the scope of this report to make any quantitative assessment of achieved coronagraphic
3.0
contrast versus operating
scenarios. We are here assessing solely the implications for operational
efficiency. Updated predictions for JWST image quality and stability have recently been
presented by Lightsey et al. (2014). We summarize these here for reference. Lightsey et al.
2.0 classes of instability: (1) slow thermal distortion of the optical system,
identify two broad
Overhead in hours

Standard Coronagraph
Sequence: overheads

2-1

1.5
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Check
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To verify
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APT demo
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After your observations have
been taken.

• Specific exposures dedicates to astrometric and

photometric calibration.
• The possibility to use a PSF library will be enabled.
• Coronagraph pipeline will include optimal image
combination algorithms (KLIP/LOCI).
• Automated pipeline will run “conservative” data
analyses.
• Python code will be available for custom analysis of
the data.
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